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Ques # Webinar Question Response

IPM Support Page

 https://atlas.massrmv.com/IPMProgram/TrainingSupport.aspx

 CBT Training

https://atlas.massrmv.com/Home/ATLASTraining/Insurance.aspx

We will try to address and display workaround solutions going forward

2 Can you add the ability for administrators to delete users vs just 

deactivate?

Administrators cannot delete a user, they can only deactivate.

3 On the portal - when you review any item is the most current status 

always on top - ex Canc/Reins - is the cancellation always shown 

first?

The search results have been improved to return the most current 

records at the top of the search results.  On other screens, most of the 

column headers are selectable so that you can sort by either ascending 

or descending order.

4 Are there still plans to have an IPM interface control document for the 

carriers

Yes, but may take a while to come into being. It is on the priority list

5 We are experiencing issues where we have to login frequently. As 

often as after a 10 second pause. Are you aware and working on 

that?

This should not be happening. If you are experiencing this problem, 

please let us know at  RMVbusinesspartners@dot.state.ma.us

6 We have gotten errors of a policy has to be at least 6 months 

duration, yet it was accepted and in the RMV.

Policies are required to be of a minimum six months duration in ATLAS. If 

you encounter examples of ATLAS accepting a policy of less than six 

months duration, please reach out to the RMV team by email at 

atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us and provide specific details.

7 Is there any update to the reported issue of carriers with multiple 

CAR codes being prevented from changing CAR codes at renewal? 

Cannot Currently change CAR codes, A New policy would need to be 

added under the new CAR code 

General/Administrative

ATLAS/IPM Webinar # 8 - Jan/2020 IPM Demonstration

Can an outstanding issues list be published on the Training & 

Support page to included recommended workarounds and estimated 

resolution date?

Policies/General
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8 Are there any plans to delay sending revocation notice due to the re-

use policy concern.  As these policies are rejecting when we send a 

batch and require manual submission.  

There are no plans to delay the revocation notice, as this could prevent 

legitimate revocations from being processed. The following schedule 

applies:

Policy Cancellation – effective November 12, 2019

   • 23 days until registration revocation notice letter is sent

   • 10 days after notice, registration revocation is instituted

New Registration– proposed effective date of March 1, 2020

   • 23 days until registration revocation notice letter is sent

   • 10 days after notice, registration revocation is instituted

Policy Expiration– proposed effective date of May 1, 2020

   •  10 days until registration revocation notice letter is sent

   • 10 days after notice, registration revocation is instituted

Policy Cancellation proposed effective date of May 1, 2020

   •  10 days until registration revocation notice letter is sent

   • 10 days after notice, registration revocation is instituted
9 Chapter 6 outlines what the state expects for cancelled policies, but it 

makes reference to Chapter 12.  Unfortunately,  I realized Chapter 

12 is blacked out. What is the state changing for cancelled policies?

Security access is required for this documentation.  Agents/carriers 

should submit a request with their name and email address and send it to 

atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us.  Once security is granted, the Technical 

Specifications will be accessible through the IPM Program Documentation 

link from the links on the left side.

10 Is there any way to update the policy effective date in the registry? I 

bound a plate to a policy as of the incorrect date and there was no 

way for me to go back in to fix it. I had to set up a cancel/rewrite of 

the policy.

There is no capability to update a policy effective date in ATLAS. If an 

incorrect policy effective date is entered, it will be necessary to do a 

cancel/rewrite to correct it. 

11 Are we able to update policy #s when renewing polices? No.  New policy numbers are considered New Business instead of a 

renewal.

12 On the policy number issue, if we do a cancel rewrite - same 

effective date, will that process in Atlas appropriately without using 

workaround? 

No. A cancel/rewrite will always require a new policy number.

13 It would be nice to be able to add a DIFFERENT policy number when 

using the "Renew" policy feature in ATLAS.  This would be a BIG 

time saver for us.

We currently treat a new policy number as New Business and not a 

renewal.  We will look further into this as a possible future enhancement.

Policy Effective Date/Policy Number Updates
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14 Will there be an update to allow insurance companies to update the 

policy number or effective date of a policy, if the information originally 

reported in Atlas was incorrect?

We will look further into this as a possible future enhancement.

15 Same policy number rejection Issue: will it reject if policy cancelled 

and reinstatement with same eff date with same policy number (No 

Gap) ??

It should not reject

16 How long will the bind policy number remain valid for customers? Will 

any additional action need to be taken in the time period before 

ATLAS is updated to ensure the customer shows as having valid 

insurance? 

There is no limit on how long a bind policy number is valid, however, it is 

intended to be a temporary number that is superseded by the permanent 

number from the carrier. The policy cannot be amended under a 

temporary bind policy number. 

17 Regarding the Re-Use of policy numbers.  It is our understanding 

you can not amend the bind verification transaction.  This could be 

problematic for changes being made on the policy ie:  NBUS  veh 1 

is effective  1/1/2019 to 7/1/2019  but  if a policyholder adds a second 

vehicle on 3/1/2019.  The Bind does not allow you to amend and you 

need to add a new bind verification for the second vehicle.  We are 

unable to update the add vehicle for 3/1/2019 to 7/1/2019 bc the 

policy term is less than 6 months

Currently, the RMV does not support the re-use of policy numbers.  

Based on feedback from the insurance community, the RMV plans to 

update processing to allow the re-use of policy numbers.  However, this 

change will not be able to be implemented for a number of months 

(implementation TBD).  While a “bind” policy (temporary policy number 

assigned by the RMV) can be used, bind (temporary policy numbers) 

cannot be amended within the ATLAS system.  Until this change in 

processing can be made, carriers are encouraged to assign a new policy 

number. SQR 12738 has been submitted to address this issue.

18 What transaction code is used for a BIND VERIFICATION 

transaction?

Add Policy Bind: Add new policy                                                                                                                                             

Clear Bind: Use amend

19 Can you show us where the bind verification process links are 

located as you just described?

• Add Insurance policy                                                                                         

• Click Bind policy                                                                                                   

• To clear, click Maintain

20 Question for the end- if the client has a "red sox plate" is that 

considered a PAN plate type? 

A Red Sox plate is a passenger Special Plate type. In Atlas, we use the 

term “Red Sox Plate”

21 How do we tell what day a plate was revoked? In the revocation and suspension tab on the far right see the commence 

column. That is the date

22 Will it give the revoked date before it's revoked? Pending is not Shown. Only when it is actually revoked

Bind Policy

Plate Issues
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23 In Alars there was a Swapped Plate status. In Atlas, we are not 

seeing this status. The plates are showing as Cancelled or Inactive.  

Will the Swapped plate status be used in Atlas?

Swap status is no longer used in ATLAS.

24 But can we see a history of when a plate was cancelled and then 

reinstated?

Under the plates tab, you will see a Commence column that indicates 

when the registration is effective, and a Cease column that indicates 

when the registration is no longer effective.

25 Once the PPA/commercial plate change is in place, will it be safe to 

say that any vehicle with a commercial plate should not be eligible for 

private passenger insurance?

Yes, it is our expectation that a commercial registration would have a 

commercial policy 

26 (if not covered) could you demo how to clear plates? Not sure what is meant by “clear plates”.  If you could follow up and send 

an email to Atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us and we can assist further.

27 Any update on when motorcycle MSRPs will become available? The RMV uses a third party software tool called VINtelligence to return 

NADA information.  If motorcycle information is on the file, it will be 

returned to the user.

28 The NADA function - we utilize it a lot and you get locked out when 

you enter too many vehicles not found - also, the NADA does not 

appear to have as much vehicle information as ALARS.  Is this going 

to improve?  Also, can it stop locking you out?  Further, when you do 

find the NADA info for a vehicle - the GVW is not there, you only get 

that info if you click the title - if you have no title, you cannot check 

the weight - also lienholders or leased vehicle information - you have 

to click the title for that too..... 

We currently do not have plans to remove the maximum attempts.  

The information we receive from NADA is what we have to use.

Lienholder and leased vehicle information is associated with the title, so 

the information can be found there.

29 What is section 5 exactly? Section 5 registrations are plates that are associated with a business 

instead of a vehicle.  Section 5 types are Dealer, Farm, Repair, Owner-

Contactor, Transporter.  This group of registrations is names after the 

statute where the law can be found.  

30 Do we need to add section 5 insurance by a certain date or can we 

wait for renewal of the policy the plates are currectly on. Example 

policy with vehicles runs 10/2019 to 10/2020. Can we wait till 

10/2020 renewal?

The RMV recommends that any information associated with registrations 

and insurance be as accurate and timely as possible.

NADA

Section 5
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31 On the Notice to Carrier Report, what do we do if we can't locate a 

policy number for them?  Is there any other way to find the policy 

number

All of the tabs under the NTC have a policy number column except the No 

Policy Reported tab.  You can also search for the vehicle in the portal and 

if there is insurance present, the policy number will be listed under the 

Insurance Tab.

32 Please email our IPM mailbox: Atlas.IPM@dot.state.ma.us

33 How often is the notice to carrier updated? Daily: Each evening information and transactions are reconciled and are 

visible the following day

34 And also, if the vehicle is not to be registered or added to a policy, is 

there a way to get it off the reports? IE: the vehicle is added to the 

policy but won't be registered in MA. 

The NTC report is only to be used as a tool to assist carriers so that they 

are informed of the most recent information.  If the vehicle is added to a 

policy but not registered in MA, it will fall off of the report after 60 days.

35 Is vehicle registration history available? Yes, when you search for a vehicle or plate, select vehicle link. The first 

tab is registrations. This shows the history

36 Can you please confirm the issue where vehicles were showing as 

not registered when trying to add to a policy but were actually 

registered with Title in Progress has been resolved?

This has been resolved. It had nothing to do with the vehicle being added. 

It was due to one of the current vehicles not being registered

37 We're being told by some dealers the the RMV will continue to 

accept the RMV1 form until their supply runs out.  Is this correct?

That is incorrect.

38 Toyota Leasing has told some of our customers that are leasing 

vehicle the a POA will suffice vs. a copy of the title when registering a 

vehicle.  Is this correct?

We need the title or a copy of the title. No POA is acceptable

39 What if a commercial vehicle is registered in 1 CAR Code but 

reported under another CAR code

This will appear that the customer has 2 policies on file, one with each 

CAR code. If a insurance stamp was provided as part of the 

documentation with one code, but the policy was reported to us with a 

separate CAR code, an amendment will have to be made to the record.

40 When a vehicle is registered to a leasing company.   Where can you 

find  the lessee info.

The lessee information can be found under the Vehicle Owners tab where 

they will be listed as a Primary Lessee.

Reports

Registration 

How do you get a notification that is on the Notice to Carrier report 

removed if it's not one of our insureds? 

Leasing
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41 Are there any plans to add a "Revocations & Suspensions" tab to an 

individual so we can see why a license is suspended or revoked?

Currently the system provides the dates but not the reason. This will be 

discussed further offline.

42 Regarding the USDOT number.  Just to clarify, is this a field that was 

outlined in the file layout?  Carrier's will be expected to send the 

USDOT number on insurance records once mandated for specific 

commercial vehicles?

No, US DOT # is captured at the time of registration

Revocations

DOT #s
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